Resene Waterborne Smooth Surface Sealer has been tailored to be a waterborne adhesive primer over a series of trials. It is considered difficult to coat or in need of expensive pre-treatment. Fast drying, easy application and wide compatibility with topcoats are added features of this product.

Preparation

• For topcoats to be coated are in sound condition, dry, free from dirt, dust, loose material, oil (including mineral oil based wood finishes or similar) and water.
• Remove accumulated windblown salt by washing with Resene Paint Prep and Housewash (see Data Sheet D812).
• Wherever oil and grease are present ensure the presence of these materials is suspected.
• Glass/ceramics, old varnished surfaces, most glazed surfaces, baked enamels, laminated surfaces, aluminium, copper and its alloys.

APPLICATION

• Apply one full coat. Will obtain maximum adhesion after several days.
• This product may be used to paint a wide variety of surfaces. If the surface you propose to paint is unsound or not returned to, try a trial coat first and check with your local Resene ColorShop or Reseller for advice.

Be PaintWise:

For tips on responsible disposal of paint, cleaning equipment and minimising the impact of your decorating on the environment see the Resene website.

Coverage: 11 square metres per litre per coat.

Dry time (minimum): Touch dry 15 minutes. Drying is slowed by low temperatures and high humidity. Do not apply over damp conditions.

Reseal time (minimum): 2 hours when overcoating with waterborne products. 4 hours when overcoating with alkyd based paints or old building materials containing asbestos may be injurious to health and safety. Consult your Resene ColorShop or the Resene website for a copy.

Quick check

Use on: Glazed ceramics, old varnished surfaces, most glazed surfaces, baked enamels, laminated surfaces, aluminium, copper and its alloys.

Coverage: 11 square metres per litre per coat.

Dry time (minimum): Touch dry 15 minutes. Drying is slowed by low temperatures and high humidity. Do not apply over damp conditions.

Reseal time (minimum): 2 hours when overcoating with waterborne products. 4 hours when overcoating with alkyd based paints or old building materials containing asbestos may be injurious to health and safety. Consult your Resene ColorShop or the Resene website for a copy.

Please ensure that use of this product is compatible with the substrate and surface preparation method and that the product to substrate or the application. Data Sheet and Safety Data Sheet are consulted prior to application. In every case it is recommended that the appropriate Data Sheet and Safety Data Sheet are consulted prior to application.